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Collateral Consequences of Criminal Conviction
in the United States and Germany

alessandro corda and johannes kaspar*

I Introduction

In addition to traditional criminal sanctions, a criminal conviction
can trigger a wide variety of supplementary ramifications, further
burdening individuals found guilty of a criminal offence. These
have become known, especially in the United States, as ‘collateral
consequences’ of conviction. The label is used, in particular, to refer
to those civil sanctions and disabilities – that is, not formally desig-
nated as criminal punishment – activated by a criminal conviction,
but not forming part of the direct consequences of it.1 Examples of
collateral consequences include disenfranchisement, denial of govern-
ment benefits, deportation, licensing or employment restrictions in
a variety of occupations, and, for certain sexual offences, registration
on a sex offender registry.

Whereas the term ‘consequence’ communicates a sense of inevitability,
not all collateral consequences have a statutory basis and are imposed
either mandatorily or via the involvement of a state authority. Prominent
collateral disabilities flow from somewhat subjective acts of discrimin-
ation – a social process involving private people making discretionary
decisions in light of a person’s criminal history in fields such as

* We are grateful to Julian Roberts, Thomas Weigend and the other members of the Anglo-
German Dialogue Project for their helpful comments and feedback on earlier drafts of the
chapter.

1 The meaning of the term is more ambiguous in Canada where, recently, the Supreme
Court held in R v. Suter, 2018 SCC 34, at [46]–[47], that: ‘Tailoring sentences to the
circumstances of the offence and the offender may require the sentencing judge to look at
collateral consequences.’ A collateral consequence is defined in the judgment as ‘any
consequence arising from the commission of an offence, the conviction for an offence
or the sentence imposed for an offence, that impacts the offender’.
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employment and housing.2 Furthermore, although now very much estab-
lished in the scholarly and legal jargon in the United States and Europe
alike,3 the ‘collateral’ character of additional burdens attached to a criminal
conviction is not at all uncontroversial, and this for at least two main
reasons: (1) especially for low-level offences, additional ‘civil’ penalties and
restrictions often represent the most serious repercussions of being crim-
inally convicted. In this regard, they are all but ‘collateral’ in their impact
on the ex-offender’s re-entry process;4 (2) the United Kingdom, among
common law jurisdictions, and Germany, like most Continental European
systems, are well-acquainted with additional or ancillary penalties that are
imposed and dealt with at the sentencing stage of the criminal process.
Such ancillary criminal penalties fit the definition of ‘collateral sanctions’
insofar as they are additional but subordinate vis-à-vis main criminal
punishments, but they remain direct criminal law consequences of con-
viction. The ‘collateral’ character is also questionable with regard to
disqualifications and penalties ordered in administrative or disciplinary
proceedings arising as a result of a criminal conviction.5

In this chapter, considering its comparative and dialogical nature, we
adopt a broad and capacious yet well-demarcated definition of ‘collateral
consequences’ of criminal conviction (hereinafter also CCs) to designate
the host of additional, burdensome restrictions and disabilities flowing
from being criminally convicted other than the main punishment
imposed at sentencing, typically in the form of a term of imprisonment
or probation and/or a fine. This definition, therefore, encompasses: (a)
formally non-punitive ‘side effects’ of being found criminally liable
imposed, either de jure or de facto, automatically or discretionarily, by
state as well as non-state actors; and (b) those ancillary, formally punitive
ramifications of conviction that, while internal to the criminal law, are
not usually included in the common understanding of criminal punish-
ment in scholarly work and policy debates, and, at least in part, share the

2 See Logan, ‘Informal Collateral Consequences’ (2013); Corda and Lageson, ‘Disordered
Punishment’ (2020), 259–61.

3 See, respectively, Love et al., Collateral Consequences (2018); Meijer et al., Fundamental
Rights (2019).

4 See Kirk and Wakefield, ‘Collateral Consequences’ (2018), 172–3 (also discussing other
types of consequences originating from the penal system, such as impacts on families and
communities).

5 On additional punishments in Continental European systems, see Corda, ‘Consequence
Conundrum’ (2018), 74–6; Demleitner, ‘Collateral Sanctions’ (2018). On punitive ancil-
lary orders in the United Kingdom, see Ashworth, Sentencing and Criminal Justice (2015),
378–81.
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same stated preventive rationale and purpose of most formally non-
punitive collateral consequences.

Collateral consequences of criminal conviction today are central to the
process of punishment even when they are not officially labelled as such.
As we shall see, in many regards and instances they represent punish-
ment by another name. In spite of this, collateral consequences have long
remained in the shadow of mainstream criminal justice scholarship and
conversations even though their impact on the lives of ex-offenders often
far exceeds criminal penalties imposed at the sentencing stage of the
criminal process.6 After the ‘main’ punishment has been served in full,
individuals re-entering society increasingly encounter additional legal
and social hurdles that exist because of their conviction. Such forms of
post-sentence barriers, which, for the most part, officially do not belong
to the penal realm, represent a problematic hybrid terrain from
a criminal justice perspective. This is because they do not perfectly fit
and align with the traditional lexicon, understanding and processes of
criminal punishments and criminal justice systems. Whereas collateral
consequences are hard to categorise,7 at the same time they cannot be
readily discounted as yet another facet of the preventive8 or regulatory
state.9 The analysis of collateral consequences as previously defined must
therefore be conducted going beyond legislative labels and pay attention
to the supporting rationales and punitive impact that such restrictions
and burdens, whether formally classed as punishment or not, have on the
lives of individuals with conviction records.10

This raises many questions: what kind and how many CCs exist in
a certain legal system? How can they be best defined and described? Is it
possible to find a unifying rationale to explain their relationship to each
other and, even more importantly, to ‘traditional’ punishment? Which
safeguards are available to protect ex-offenders against a dysfunctional or
disproportionate piling on of CCs flowing from a criminal conviction?

6 This chapter does not focus on burdensome preventive/restrictive measures applicable to
individuals during the pre-adjudication phase of the criminal process, but only on those
flowing post-adjudication from a criminal conviction.

7 See Morgenstern, ‘Stain of Conviction’ (2019), 66; Meier, Strafrechtliche Sanktionen
(2019), 437 (noting that such ‘further’ consequences are very hard to categorise
systematically).

8 Cf. Zedner and Ashworth, ‘Preventive State’ (2019), 436.
9 Cf. Ewald, ‘Collateral Consequences’ (2011), 95.
10 See Duff and Hoskins, ‘Legal Punishment’ (2017) (calling on theorists of punishment to

devote more attention to ‘the wide range of so-called “collateral” consequences of
criminal convictions’).
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Should CCs be holistically taken into account by the judge in the senten-
cing decision? Should the sentencing judge mitigate the punishment (or
even refrain from imposing punishment) if CCs sufficiently serve the
purposes of punishment, for example, retribution and/or prevention?

This chapter maps the rise, development and current state of collat-
eral consequences of criminal conviction in the United States and
Germany, analysing their nature, role and aim(s) (both stated and
latent). We begin with a systematic overview of the two legal traditions
considered, outlining the history and current reality of collateral con-
sequences. One of the main goals of the chapter is to contribute to the
ordering and structuring of the ambiguity characterising the topic in
scholarly and policy debates. After discussing the classification and
understanding of CCs in the Anglo and German contexts, we will focus
on what safeguards exist and are applied (or neglected) in the two legal
orders to prevent CCs from having a disproportionate and cumulative
burdensome effect on ex-offenders re-entering society. We conclude
with a discussion of theoretical rationales and goals, including an
operative framework with modest reform proposals for developing
a new approach to collateral consequences from a criminal justice
perspective.

II History and Current State of Affairs

In the United States, scholars and policy-makers have shown renewed
interest in CCs, particularly beginning in the late 1990s and early 2000s,
and then more prominently during the 2010s.11 In contrast, in
Continental Europe – with Germany being a perfect example of it – the
subject has been historically largely neglected or under-investigated.12

A comparative analysis seems therefore especially apt in an area where
substantial problematic issues may be very similar even though the legal
frameworks considered turn out to be rather different. We begin by

11 The seminal piece that brought collateral consequences back in the spotlight in US
criminal justice scholarship is usually identified in Demleitner, ‘Internal Exile’ (1999).
Prior to that, an influential two-part article byMirjan Damaška in the late 1960s shed light
on the issue of formal collateral consequences of conviction from a comparative perspec-
tive. See Damaška, ‘Adverse Legal Consequences’ (1968) and ‘Adverse Legal
Consequences (Part 2)’ (1968).

12 Exceptions include Dessecker, ‘Kollateralfolgen’ (2018), 485; Sobota, Die Nebenfolge
(2015).
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tracing the emergence and describing the current state of collateral
consequences in the two systems.

1 The Anglo-American Perspective

(a) Civil Death: English Origins and American Reception

After their conquest of England, the Normans introduced the penalty of
attainder, which started to be imposed following a conviction for treason
or a felony. Attainder was therefore inextricably tied to the main punish-
ment imposed for capital crimes (i.e. death) and was seen as an integral
part of the sentence. A person subject to attainder was irremediably
deemed ‘stained’. This penalty triggered forfeiture of property and civil
rights, and the so-called corruption of blood (i.e. the inability to inherit,
maintain or transmit any property, rank or title).13 The loss of civil and
political rights and the extinction of capacities following a conviction for
such crimes soon became referred to as civil death as the convicted was
deemed civiliter mortuus in the eyes of the law even before their physical
death.14 Towards the end of the eighteenth century, civil death attracted
severe criticism in England for being unduly harsh and degrading. The
influence of the values of the Enlightenment not only meant that fewer
crimes became punishable by death, but also that Parliament started to
introduce felonies that did not entail civil death as part of the punish-
ment. Following different reforms, property forfeiture and loss of rights
as an automatic penalty for certain crimes were gradually abolished
during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.15

American colonies imported civil death stemming from attainder from
England’s common law.16 In the NewWorld, too, civil death entailed the
forfeiture of civil, political and property rights upon the commission of
felonies (likewise, originally punishable by death). The penal significance
and function of civil death were exactly the same. As it has been stressed:
‘Civil death was understood as punishment at common law in England

13 Blackstone, Commentaries (1769), 380. At the same time, descendants of an attainted
person could not inherit either from the attainted person themselves (whose property had
been forfeited) or from their other relatives through them. On the forerunners of English
attainder in Ancient Greek, Roman and German law, see Corda, ‘Consequence
Conundrum’ (2018), 72–3; Damaška, ‘Adverse Legal Consequences’ (1968), 350 f.

14 See Saunders, ‘Civil Death’ (1970), 988–90.
15 Lastly, the Criminal Law Act 1967 amended the Forfeiture Act 1870, so that currently the

disqualifications set out in s. 2 only apply to individuals convicted of high treason.
16 Love et al., Collateral Consequences (2018), 8 f.
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and the United States.’17 Key aspects of civil death as developed in the
context of English common law, however, did not survive colonial
jurisprudence. Although during the revolutionary war a significant num-
ber of bills of attainder were passed, the US Constitution of 1787 firmly
rejected the imposition of this penalty in its original form. This can be
inferred from the combined reading of the Bill of Attainder Clauses
directed to the federal government and the states,18 and the Corruption
of Blood Clause.19 Furthermore, a significant number of state constitu-
tions adopted clauses banning corruption of blood. Finally, yet import-
antly, courts declared the still-permissible aspects of civil death not
applicable in the absence of an express statute.20 Having said that, civil
death did survive in the United States. About one-third of US jurisdic-
tions passed attenuated civil death statutes that no longer provided for
the forfeiture of personal properties and corruption of blood. Civil death
therefore continued to exist in many state jurisdictions well into the
twentieth century ‘as an integral part of criminal punishment’21 for
both capital and non-capital offences.

Whereas by the 1960s such civil death statutes had largely disappeared,
other civil disabilities and restrictions associated with a criminal convic-
tion, however, started to be enacted in statutes and regulations located
outside of penal codes and legislation. Until the 1970s, restrictions and
burdens arising from a criminal conviction were widely called into
question by scholars and correctional associations. They vocally advo-
cated for the enactment of legislation restoring all rights following the
implementation of the sentence, stressing the inherent conflict between
civil sanctions and the then-prevailing rehabilitative goal of punishment.
These initiatives led to a decrease in the overall number of restrictions
flowing from a conviction across US jurisdictions and the development of

17 Chin, ‘Collateral Consequences’ (2013), 212.
18 Art. I, s. 9, cl. 3: ‘No Bill of Attainder or ex post facto law will be passed’; Art. I, s. 10, cl. 1:

‘No state shall . . . pass any Bill of Attainder . . .’.
19 Art. III, s. 3, cl. 2: ‘The Congress shall have power to declare the punishment of

treason, but no attainder of treason shall work corruption of blood, or forfeiture except
during the life of the person attainted.’

20 See e.g. In re Estate Nerac, 35 Cal. 392, 396 (1868) (‘The forfeitures and disabilities
imposed by the common law upon persons attainted of felony are unknown to the laws
of this State’).

21 Love et al., Collateral Consequences (2018), 8; Note, ‘Civil Death Statutes’ (1937), 968–70.
The US Supreme Court backed this view in its jurisprudence. See, in particular, Ex parte
Garland, 71 US 333, 377 (1866) (ruling that ‘exclusion from any of the professions or any
of the ordinary avocations of life for past conduct can be regarded in no other light than as
punishment for such conduct’).
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new relief mechanisms besides executive pardon.22 However, as a new
‘tough on crime’ approach gained momentum in the 1980s, this trend
started to be dramatically reversed. Whereas initially legislatures were
mainly concerned with curbing sentencing discretion,23 soon afterwards
myriads of legal disabilities imposed following a criminal conviction –
not just for felonies, but also for lesser crimes – began to be enacted at the
federal, state and local levels.24

(b) Types and Numbers of Collateral Consequences
of Criminal Conviction

As Gabriel Chin has observed, although civil death ‘no longer exists
under that name . . . effectually a new civil death is meted out to persons
convicted of crimes in the form of a substantial and permanent change in
legal status, operationalized by a network of collateral consequences’.25

Now in the form of civil restrictions, CCs have become major roadblocks
to re-entry, limiting or prohibiting convicted individuals from accessing,
among others, employment, business and occupational licensing, hous-
ing, voting, education, benefits and various other opportunities.26 CCs
have been referred to as a ‘secret sentence’ or an ‘invisible punishment’
because, with few exceptions,27 no one at any stage of the criminal
process is required to tell a defendant that extremely onerous yet formally
non-punitive penalties will flow from a conviction.28 CCs have also been

22 See Love, ‘Clean Slate’ (2003), 1707–17.
23 For a comprehensive analysis, see Tonry, Sentencing Fragments (2016), ch. 2.
24 E.g. as part of the War on Drugs, federal legislation affecting welfare benefits, public

housing requirements and driving licence suspensions was passed as additional restric-
tions against drug offenders. See Chin, ‘War on Drugs’ (2002), 255. See also Demleitner,
‘Collateral Damage’ (2002); Pinard, ‘Collateral Consequences’ (2010), 511.

25 Chin, ‘New Civil Death’ (2012), 1790 (emphasis added).
26 See Petersilia, When Prisoners Come Home (2003), ch. 6; Pinard, ‘Collateral

Consequences’ (2010), 491–4; Kaiser, ‘Hidden Sentence’ (2016), 130–44; Love et al.,
Collateral Consequences (2018), ch. 2; Barkow, Prisoners of Politics (2019), ch. 5. Felon
disenfranchisement has been probably the first collateral consequence to be thoroughly
investigated. See, in part: Uggen and Manza, Locked Out (2006).

27 Cf. Padilla v. Kentucky, 559 US 356 (2010). In this case, the Supreme Court held that
counsel must inform a client whether their plea carries a risk of deportation even though
such a consequence does not formally represent criminal punishment. In the aftermath of
Padilla, many scholars concluded that this decision would soon open the door to
requiring similar warnings for other – or even all – collateral consequences. See e.g.
Love, ‘After Padilla’ (2011). Yet, thus far, this has not been proven to be the case.

28 Travis, ‘Invisible Punishment’ (2002). See also Pinard and Thompson, ‘Offender Reentry’
(2006), 590. But cf. Ewald and Smith, ‘View’ (2008) (finding that defence attorneys,
prosecutors, defendants and judges not infrequently discuss CCs in court).
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called ‘hidden sentences’ because they are so wide in scope, scattered
through federal and state legislation and uncoordinated to often lack any
transparency and predictability as to their operation, to the point of being
at times unknown even to those responsible for their administration and
enforcement.29

Another distinctive dimension of CCs, making them in recent years
a primary focus of attention for criminal justice scholars and policy-
makers, is the incredibly high number of individuals with a criminal
record in the United States. It is estimated that roughly 70 million
Americans – nearly as many as one in three adults – have been arrested
or convicted of a crime,30 of whom about 19 million people (or 8 per cent
of the overall population) have a felony conviction in their criminal
history.31 This number is likely far exceeded by those with
a misdemeanour conviction.32 In an era of mass conviction,33 collateral
consequences therefore do not represent a secondary aspect of the reach
of the criminal justice system, and this despite being formally labelled as
‘civil’ or ‘regulatory’ measures. In fact, they have become one of the
primary devices of exclusion for those individuals who have been crim-
inally convicted, frequently no matter how long ago or how serious the
offence, this way crucially hindering the re-entry of a substantial portion
of the population.34

Unlike continental systems and the United Kingdom, currently US
criminal law is not acquainted with the differentiation between ‘main’
and ‘ancillary’ criminal penalties. This means that the American system is
not familiar at all with collateral sanctions which are officially part of, and
internal to, the criminal justice system. At sentencing, options are limited
to imprisonment for a term or imprisonment for life, probation and fines
(plus the death penalty in jurisdictions that still contemplate it).35

Collateral consequences are thus not formally part of the realm of the

29 See Kaiser, ‘Hidden Sentence’ (2016), 156–71.
30 This appears to be the consensus figure. See Fields and Emshwiller, ‘Consequences’

(2014). At the end of 2020, the FBI reported more than 78.5 million ‘criminal fingerprint’
database entries nationally. This said, there are certainly individuals with records in
multiple states. Also, records may not be promptly removed upon death, or following
expungement and sealing.

31 Shannon et al., ‘Felony Records’ (2017). The estimate refers to the year 2010.
32 Stevenson andMayson, ‘Misdemeanors’ (2020), estimate that 13.2 millionmisdemeanour

cases are filed in the United States each year.
33 Chin, ‘New Civil Death’ (2012), 1803–6.
34 See Petersilia, When Prisoners Come Home (2003).
35 Cf. Demleitner, ‘Collateral Sanctions’ (2018), 488.
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criminal law. In this regard, they are fully external to the criminal justice
system despite being, as previously discussed, closely connected to the
overall harshness of the American penal state.36 In the US context, within
the broad category of ramifications triggered by a criminal conviction,
a distinction is typically made between (a) formal (or de jure) collateral
consequences and (b) informal (or de facto) collateral consequences.

(i) Formal Collateral Consequences Formal legal collateral conse-
quences are those that have an explicit statutory or regulatory basis
‘located outside the penal code’ and are ‘implemented by non-criminal
justice institutions, and interpreted by the courts as civil regulations rather
than criminal penalties’.37 To this category belong, as mentioned, those
restrictions that limit or prohibit people convicted of crimes from access-
ing, for example, business and occupational licensing, welfare benefits,
voting and education, as well as other rights and opportunities. Statutory
schemes such as sex offender registration are also included. Although
clearly not every convicted person is subject to every collateral conse-
quence, the impressively broad range of legal ramifications to which those
with criminal records are potentially subject, combined with the sheer size
of the US population with a criminal record, explains why the impact of
these formally ‘civil’ penalties has become central in the US debate.
No official comprehensive database, code or catalogue of collateral

consequences exists at the federal, state or local levels. In 2012, the
Criminal Justice Section of the American Bar Association started com-
piling a National Inventory of the Collateral Consequences of Conviction
(NICCC). This catalogue currently lists over 40,000 federal and state
statutes and regulations that impose collateral consequences.38 Of the
total number of collateral consequences in the NICCC, the vast majority
(about 70 per cent) are restrictions pertaining to employment and volun-
teering, as well as occupational, professional and business licences.
Significantly, when the first version of the project was completed in
2013, the catalogue included over 45,000 collateral consequences

36 See Garland, ‘Penal Power’ (2017), 4. On the different meanings of the term ‘penal state’,
see Rubin and Phelps, ‘Penal State’ (2017), 423–6. This chapter adopts a notion of ‘penal
state’ that transcends a formalistic approach and considers as relevant all institutions and
practices that, no matter how labelled, impose, implement, perpetuate or amplify bur-
densome ramifications originating from the criminal justice system.

37 Uggen and Stewart, ‘Piling On’ (2015), 1875.
38 To be exact, the inventory contains 40,547 entries. There are 941 CCs listed at the federal

level and 39,606 at the state level (including also Puerto Rico, the District of Columbia and
the US Virgin Islands). See niccc.nationalreentryresourcecenter.org.
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potentially triggered by a criminal conviction, most of which were passed
in the previous twenty years.39 A downward trend has been recorded in
recent years due to bipartisan initiatives aimed at rolling back civil
penalties and restrictions.40

National and state inventories, however, do not include the thousands of
CCs passed at the local level through city and county ordinances and
policies. These can bar ex-offenders from pursuing various occupations,
such as taxi driving and street vending, deny permits as well as introduce
exclusion zones and local hiring policies.41 Furthermore, it is important to
stress that, unlike what historically used to happen – with collateral conse-
quences being attached only as a result of a felony conviction – today, far-
reaching effects routinely follow misdemeanour convictions too, to the
point that ‘[t]here is no such thing as a low-stakesmisdemeanor’ anymore.42

(ii) Informal Collateral Consequences Informal (or de facto) collateral
consequences are those that do not flow from any pre-existing legislative
framework, but rather arise from the adverse reaction of the social body
towards individuals with a criminal record. To this group belong, especially
in light of today’s widespread background-checking culture, social stigma
and discriminatory practices implemented by private actors.43 Criminal
records are more publicly accessible in the United States than in any other
Western country. This is true for conviction as well as arrest records. By and
large, in addition to public authorities and criminal justice agencies, through
a combination of public and private channels, criminal history records are
accessible to the general public and utilised in everyday decision-making.44

The combination of technological developments, basic tenets of the
American legal tradition and increasing risk aversion at the societal level
has paved the way to a largely unintended dissemination and commodi-
fication of criminal records,45 leading to routine discriminatory practices
in several contexts ranging from college admission46 and housing47 to,

39 See Radice, ‘Reintegrative State’ (2017), 1321.
40 See Barkow, Prisoners of Politics (2019), 89.
41 See Meek, ‘Impact of Collateral Consequences’ (2014), 11–42.
42 Roberts, ‘Misdemeanor Sentencing’ (2017), 171 (pointing out that a misdemeanour

conviction has become exponentially more serious in recent years as the associated
collateral consequences have increased in number and severity).

43 See Logan, ‘Informal Collateral Consequences’ (2013), 1104.
44 See Jacobs, Eternal Criminal Record (2015).
45 Corda, ‘More Justice’ (2016), 40 f.
46 Stewart and Uggen, ‘Criminal Records’ (2020).
47 See Thacher, ‘Rise of Criminal Background Screening’ (2008).
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above all, employment.48 Today, in the United States, virtually all
employers, both public and private, conduct a background check on
job applicants.49 Employment background screening is one of the fastest
growing industries.50 Relatively few background checks are mandated by
law, mostly for positions in the public sector or involving duties of care
and safety responsibilities.51 In recent years, a bipartisan movement has
been quite successful in advocating for reforms aimed at the expansion of
the availability and reach of schemes aimed at removing criminal records
and restoring rights and opportunities to ex-offenders, at least with
regard to conviction for minor, non-violent offences. Having said that,
the legal landscape is still characterised by a patchwork of different
solutions.52

(iii) Critique The described formal/informal distinction between dif-
ferent types of collateral consequences can prove quite rigid if one thinks
of the legal bases allowing the most relevant de facto CCs to come to light
and be imposed on individuals with a criminal conviction.Whereas there
is certainly a conceptual difference between formal CCs provided for by
the laws and regulations and informal CCs not explicitly allowed but in
practice permitted by the law, ‘so-called “private” institutional arrange-
ments’, as it has been noted, ‘do implicate the legal system’.53 Private
players such as employers and landlords often impose legally authorised
discrimination based on the applicant’s criminal record, although they
do not formally function as gatekeepers of public safety or branches of
the state delegated to carry out a certain duty. In this landscape, private
actors effectively operate as an arm of the legal system, exercising a highly
consequential decision-making power, yet without being subject to sig-
nificant procedural safeguards and checks,54 and without necessarily

48 See e.g. Agan and Starr, ‘Effect of Criminal Records’ (2017); Pager, ‘Marked’ (2007).
49 See Kirk and Wakefield, ‘Collateral Consequences’ (2018), 184.
50 See e.g. Jain, ‘Capitalizing on Criminal Justice’ (2018), 1411–17.
51 See Jacobs, Eternal Criminal Record (2015), 42–5.
52 For a comprehensive overview of US policies and practices, see Love and Schlussel,Many

Roads (2020), 23–78. In the United Kingdom, under the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act
1974, following a specified crime-free period of time which varies according to the
disposition or sentence imposed, cautions and convictions (except those triggering prison
sentences of over four years and all public protection sentences) may become automatic-
ally spent. As a result, an individual is regarded as legally rehabilitated. See Henley, ‘Mind
the Gap’ (2018), 288–90.

53 Kleinfeld, ‘Two Cultures’ (2016), 969.
54 See Levin, ‘Criminal Employment Law’ (2018).
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being best placed to make these decisions.55 The same logic applies to the
pervasive stigmatisation that can originate from widespread criminal
background checking of neighbours, acquaintances and dates, as such
completely disconnected from employment relations or any commercial
transactions that might justify the need for scrupulous vetting.56

Perhaps it would make more sense to adopt a distinction between CCs
that apply to individuals automatically on conviction and CCs originat-
ing from discretionary actions of the government, professional and
licensing bodies or private actors such as landlords or employers. This
automatic/discretionary distinction, too, however, presents a grey area.
Consider, in particular, those cases where, even though a separate pro-
ceeding for imposing a civil or regulatory sanction is formally required,
the presence of a criminal conviction is almost invariably crucial in
determining the outcome of the additional process, thus creating
a nearly inextricable entanglement.57 A good example is that of formally
non-automatic disbarment procedures through which a lawyer can be
removed from the practice of law. Although such proceedings tend to be
idiosyncratic, the ‘good moral character’ requirement for bar member-
ship is often deemed compromised by a criminal conviction, especially
for a felony. In such cases, the disciplinary proceeding tends to ratify the
decision taken elsewhere by a criminal court.58 In the case of occupa-
tional licensure, evidence suggests that, whereas people with a criminal
record are not systematically excluded from occupational certification,
nonetheless they face proceedings characterised by serious problems of
transparency, consistency and fairness.59

2. The German Perspective

(a) Historical Overview

In German-speaking jurisdictions, ‘civil death’ was abolished around the
middle of the nineteenth century.60 The process of codification of the

55 See Corda, ‘Totem and Taboo’ (2018), 246.
56 Cf. Blumstein and Nakamura, ‘Redemption’ (2009). This is something that would have

been inconceivable in the past when technology did not allow private citizens to act in
such fashion.

57 Cf. Shanahan, ‘Significant Entanglements’ (2012).
58 See Rhode, ‘Virtue and the Law’ (2018), 1032 (‘In most cases, review is fairly cursory, and

focuses on whether an applicant has been convicted of a felony . . .’).
59 See Ewald, ‘Occupational Licensure’ (2019).
60 Damaška, ‘Adverse Legal Consequences’ (1968), 352.
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criminal law in Continental Europe was aimed at the rationalisation of
criminal punishments.61 It was in this context that the distinction between
main and ancillary penal sanctions and, later on, at least in Germany,
a further differentiationwithin the systemof criminal sanctionsmaterialised.
Remnants of civil death remained in the form of so-called ‘honorary sanc-
tions’ (Ehrenstrafen) which were, for example, regulated in the Prussian
Criminal Code of 1851.62 Likewise, the Reichsstrafgesetzbuch (Imperial
Criminal Code) of 1871 contained a variety of such honorary sanctions
following a conviction, depending on the severity of the main punishment
imposed. A clear legal categorisation of all such measures, however, was
missing. Even though they were not considered to be criminal punishment
in a traditional sense, they were still regulated in the part of the code bearing
the general headline ‘punishments’ (Strafen).

An important step towards a further differentiation of the system of
criminal penalties in Germany was the introduction of a so-called ‘second
track’ of sanctions consisting of measures of rehabilitation and incapaci-
tation (Maßregeln der Besserung und Sicherung) in 1933.63 Even though
this date coincides with the beginning of the Nazi era, the idea of
a ‘second track’ of preventive sanctions to be understood in a non-
punitive sense (zweispuriges System)64 was not exclusively related to the
National Socialist ideology, but was based on a long-time reform discus-
sion started by Franz von Liszt and the German Positivist school of
criminology.65 The introduction of these measures into the penal code,
while denying their punitive character and separating them clearly from
criminal punishments, can be seen as a compromise between two posi-
tions. On the one hand, hard-core retributivists of the Classical school
wanted to keep criminal law and the idea of punishment as ‘pure’ as
possible, and therefore rejected any possible ‘contamination’ induced by
preventive elements. On the other hand, von Liszt and others who were
in favour of a preventive purpose of punishment had (obviously) no
problem calling consequentialist (i.e. rehabilitative or incapacitating)
measures ‘punishment’; von Liszt himself mocked his opponents,

61 See Ancel, ‘European Penal Codes’ (1958), 349–52.
62 For more historical background, see Weinrich, Statusmindernde Nebenfolgen (2009), 79–

138; Sobota, Die Nebenfolge (2015), 71–104; Fröhling, Der moderne Pranger (2014),
31–108.

63 Meier, Strafrechtliche Sanktionen (2019), 274.
64 For its theoretical foundations, see Kaspar, ‘Präventiver Freiheitsentzug’ (2015), 97;

Höffler and Kaspar, ‘Abstandsgebot’ (2012), 87.
65 Stäcker, Die Franz von Liszt-Schule (2012); Kaspar, ‘Die Unschädlichmachung’

(2016), 119.
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commenting that they did not object against the integration of conse-
quentialist measures of reform and prevention into the Criminal Code as
long as the label ‘punishment’ was not used for them.66

The structure of the German system of sanctions as we know it today is
based on a comprehensive reform passed in 1969. The two-track system
(Zweispurigkeit) providing for punishments and ‘measures’ was upheld
and only slightly modified. The above-mentioned honorary sanctions
were only partially retained as ‘additional consequences’ (Nebenfolgen).67

Interestingly, in the first draft bill issued by the government in 1962, they
were placed under the heading ‘additional penalties’ (Nebenstrafen).68

Due to their controversial nature and purpose, this was eventually modi-
fied and the driving ban provided for in § 44 of the Criminal Code (StGB)
remained as the only Nebenstrafe in German criminal law.

(b) Classification of Collateral Consequences of Criminal
Conviction

Similar to what happens in the United States, in Germany, too, a general
distinction can be made at first glance between formal (or de jure) and
informal (or de facto) collateral consequences of criminal conviction
depending on whether they are rooted in an explicit statutory or regula-
tory provision.69De facto collateral consequences can be defined as those
negative consequences that usually descend on an ex-offender without
flowing from any explicit provision – bearing in mind that, as mentioned
before, there are overlaps and grey areas between the two categories. This
type of collateral consequences will not be our focus in this section, but
they should be at least briefly mentioned. Most informal CCs are con-
nected to prison sentences. Ex-offenders returning to society perceive
and often experience stigmatisation in their social environment. This can
lead to difficulties in finding and keeping employment or housing70 and
even finding a new partner. This loss of social status is not considered as
such to be a mitigating factor at sentencing.71

Shifting our focus to legal (formal or de jure) collateral consequences,
within this category one can further distinguish between (a) CCs regu-
lated within the criminal law (internal collateral consequences) and

66 See Kaspar, ‘Die Unschädlichmachung’ (2016).
67 Nelles, ‘Statusfolgen’ (1991), 17.
68 BT-Drs IV/650, 18 f.
69 A similar distinction is made by Dessecker, ‘Kollateralfolgen’ (2018), 478.
70 Morgenstern, ‘Stain of Conviction’ (2019), 70 ff.
71 See Schäfer et al., Praxis der Strafzumessung (2017), mn. 736.
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(b) CCs regulated in other, non-criminal legal fields (external collateral
consequences).72 In what follows, we analyse and discuss the main types
of legal ramifications of criminal convictions for each highlighted group.

(i) Internal Collateral Consequences The only existing additional
criminal penalty formally labelled as such (Nebenstrafe) in German
criminal law is the temporary driving ban provided for in § 44 StGB.
This punishment is truly ‘accompanying’ in the sense that it cannot be
imposed separately and independently, but only together with one of the
principal punishments available at the sentencing stage (imprisonment
or a fine). A certain minimum amount of ‘main’ punishment is not
required. The driving ban, therefore, can also be imposed in minor
cases. Recently, the scope of application of § 44 StGB was broadened.
Since 2017, it is no longer restricted to offences that have some connec-
tion with driving or road traffic more generally. This clearly shows that
the driving ban represents a form of retributive punishment and is not
a preventive measure like the driving disqualification order provided for
in § 69 StGB belonging to the group of so-called measures of rehabilita-
tion and incapacitation.

Even though the content of these two sanctions is quite similar, due to
its explicitly punitive nature the temporary driving ban has to be taken
into account by the judge when calculating the amount of the fine or
prison sentence to be imposed. This is because, according to German
constitutional law, the overall punishment to be imposed must not
exceed the level of the offender’s culpability (so-called Schuldprinzip,
related to the measure of personal guilt).73 This is not the case with
regard to the driving disqualification order, which is categorised as
a mere preventive measure and not as a punishment serving
a retributive purpose.74 It is up to the discretion of the sentencing
judge whether to impose a driving ban. If certain traffic offences have
been committed, a driving ban is typically to be imposed in case
a disqualification from driving pursuant to § 69 StGB is not ordered.
This seemingly confirms the similarity of the two sanctions, even though

72 See also Parigger, ‘Urteilsfolgen’ (2011), 447.
73 See Vogel, ‘Core Legal Concepts’ (2018), 39, 53.
74 Furthermore, the duration of the driving ban according to § 44 StGB is limited to

a maximum of six months, whereas in the case of § 69 StGB, offenders are stripped of
their driving licence and can only apply for a new one after a certain waiting period and
undergoing an administrative procedure.
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they are labelled differently. This raises doubts regarding whether it is
appropriate to treat them as conceptually different at sentencing.

German criminal law also provides for so-called additional consequences
(or incidental legal consequences) (Nebenfolgen),75 which are, by definition,
not considered punishments in the narrow sense. Three of these measures
are regulated in § 45 StGB, namely the loss of ability to hold public office,
vote and be elected. Unlike the loss of voting rights (§ 45 V StGB), which
may be imposed if the law so authorises, the loss of the ability to hold public
office and to be elected in public elections is automatically part of the verdict
if someone has been sentenced to a prison sentence of at least a year. The
duration of this mandatory measure is five years (§ 45 I StGB). The purpose
and nature of the additional consequences set out in § 45 StGB remain
unclear.76 The aim of these sanctions is described as preserving the ‘purity of
public life’.77 This appears as quite a tautological explanation as it only
rephrases the content and effects of the measures themselves without
providing any ulterior purpose or aim. It is important to note that preven-
tion is not an explicitly stated purpose as the dangerousness of the offender
is no prerequisite for the application of §§ 45 ff., which is especially true for
the automatic consequence of § 45 I StGB that only relies on the amount of
punishment imposed, no matter which offence has been committed and
under what circumstances. Furthermore, with regard to the loss of the right
to vote, it is not clear how such a sanction could prevent criminal acts.78 This
is why § 45 StGB cannot be categorised as a measure of rehabilitation or
incapacitation.79 As to their nature, some distinguish between additional
consequences that operate automatically and those operating discretiona-
rily. Only the latter, it is argued, have a punitive (retributive) character as
they result from a sentencing decision made by the judge, as opposed to
mandatory ones which apply by pure operation of law and therefore are not
part of an independent sentencing decision.80

These sanctions have been criticised for several reasons. On the one
hand, as noted, they are a remnant of ‘honorary punishments’ of ancient
times which have been abolished over the years.81 The main reason for
their abolition was that such consequences were seen as overly

75 Nelles, ‘Statusfolgen’ (1991), 17 ff.
76 Cf. ibid., 18 f.; Sobota, Die Nebenfolge (2017), 247 ff.
77 Nelles, ‘Statusfolgen’ (1991), 21; Fröhling, Der moderne Pranger (2014), 111.
78 Stein, ‘Allgemeinheit der Wahl’ (2004), 30.
79 Nelles, ‘Statusfolgen’ (1991), 18 f.
80 See Meier, Strafrechtliche Sanktionen (2019), 445.
81 See Weinrich, Statusmindernde Nebenfolgen (2009); Sobota, Die Nebenfolge (2017), 251 f.
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stigmatising and impeding ex-offenders’ reintegration into society.82 The
same criticism is raised today against the consequences provided for in
§ 45 StGB.83 The explanation given to justify these consequences in the
nineteenth century was that the offender had disgraced themselves and
was therefore unworthy of receiving voting rights (which were con-
sidered to be granted to citizens by the monarch). It is clear that this
reasoning is outdated and can no longer justify such a provision, which
represents a grave limitation of basic rights in a democratic society.84

German criminal law also provides for three types of ‘measures’
(Maßnahmen), as per the definition of § 11 I Nr. 8 StGB, which constitutes
quite a vague and neutral category. Prominent among them for the purposes
of this chapter are the already mentioned measures of rehabilitation and
incapacitation (Maßregeln der Besserung und Sicherung)85 regulated in §§ 61
ff. StGB. As the ‘two-track’ framework suggests, both types of sanctions –
punishment and measures – are at the same level, yet separate. Thus, one
might say that measures according to §§ 61 ff. StGB are not ‘collateral’ in the
sense of ‘accompanying’, but rather constitute main sanctions standing on
an autonomous track that can even operate in the absence of a conviction.86

Accordingly, the same questions concerning the relevance for sentencing in
order to avoid disproportionate ‘sanctioning packages’ also refer to this
special kind of measures. Two groups of measures of rehabilitation and
incapacitation can be distinguished. On the one hand, there are three types
of non-custodial measures unrelated to any kind of imprisonment or
hospitalisation: the supervision of conduct (§§ 68 ff. StGB); the above-
mentioned disqualification from driving (§ 69 StGB); and the disqualifica-
tion from exercising a profession (§ 70 StGB). Especially the latter is
overlapping with many other work-related CCs regulated outside of the
criminal law. The second group contains three kinds of custodial measures,
which all combine the purposes of incapacitation and rehabilitation/therapy
(with variable emphasis): the placement in a psychiatric hospital for men-
tally ill offenders (§ 63 StGB); the placement in an addiction treatment
facility for individuals who committed an offence in a state of intoxication or

82 Sobota, Die Nebenfolge (2017), 252.
83 Weinrich, Statusmindernde Nebenfolgen (2009), 195. This may explain why courts apply

the discretionary sanctions provided for in § 45 II and V StGB very rarely.
84 Stein, ‘Allgemeinheit der Wahl’ (2004), 28–30.
85 Vogel, ‘Core Legal Concepts’ (2018), 53 f.
86 Dessecker, ‘Kollateralfolgen’ (2018), 478 explicitly excludes these measures from the

collateral sanctions category. Röth, ‘Nebenfolgen’ (2012), 355 mentions them as add-
itional consequences. Similarly, Parigger, ‘Urteilsfolgen’ (2011), 448.
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as a result of an addiction (§ 64 StGB); and the placement in preventive
detention for fully culpable offenders who are seen as posing an ongoing
danger to society (§§ 66 ff. StGB).

(ii) External Collateral Consequences In addition to consequences
internal to the Criminal Code, a conviction may have further implica-
tions for the offender coming from outside the formal realm of the
criminal law. These legal CCs have in common that they are regulated
outside of, and are imposed by, authorities or bodies which are not part of
the criminal justice system. The danger of a potentially disproportionate
cumulative effect is especially high with regard to this category of CCs, as
they are often not on the radar of the sentencing judge.

Many CCs regulated outside the criminal law refer to the ex-
offender’s profession.87 The regulations mostly come from administra-
tive law or specific professional codes of conduct.88 Work-related CCs
are obviously highly problematic for the re-entry of ex-offenders.
Unemployment rates of former prison inmates are estimated to range
between 40 and 60 per cent.89 And even if clear empirical data are
lacking, it is quite plausible that a successful return to the job market
is important for social reintegration.90 If the convicted person is, for
example, a medical doctor,91 a pharmacist,92 a lawyer93 or the owner of
a business licence, they might face the revocation of their licence to
practise or exercise a given profession. Rules are rather vague with
regard to the circumstances under which the loss of professional
licences will be imposed. Regulations generally only refer to a person
being not ‘honourable’ enough or being ‘unworthy’ to keep working as
a member of a certain profession. Criminal offences of a certain ser-
iousness are always considered to be a problem in this respect.94 In all
such cases, it is fair to speak of a collateral consequence of a criminal
conviction because, even though no legal provisions and regulations
explicitly indicate a conviction of any kind as a prerequisite for the
application of the consequence, in practice limited discretion is

87 See also Morgenstern, ‘Stain of Conviction’ (2019), 68 ff.
88 Cf. also Dessecker, ‘Kollateralfolgen’ (2018), 482 f.
89 Hammel, ‘Arbeitslosigkeit’ (2018), 467.
90 Sonnen, ‘Rechtsfolgen’ (2018), 514; Veith, ‘Das Bundeszentralregister’ (1999), 111.
91 § 6 I Bundesärzteordnung, Federal Medical Doctors Order.
92 § 4 I 1 Nr. 2 Bundesapothekerordnung, Federal Pharmacist Order.
93 §§ 113, 114 I Nr. 5 BRAO, Federal Lawyers Order.
94 See § 35 GewO (German Industrial Code).
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exercised in the presence of a criminal offence. The main aim being
pursued is not primarily preventing future job-related crimes, but
rather securing public trust in certain professions. It has been argued
that the legislature’s goal is to keep certain professions ‘pure’.95 It is
doubtful, however, whether the desired goal of preserving the ‘purity’ of
certain professional environments actually demands such a long-term
consequence, also considering its significant negative effects on the
reintegration of the ex-offender. There are also cases in which the ban
on a profession or activity following a criminal conviction is not to be
pronounced by a professional or licensing body, but flows directly and
automatically from the law. For example, individuals convicted of
selected offences are banned from working in the field of supervision
or education of minors.96

Lastly, in Germany criminal convictions are recorded in the Federal
Central Register (Bundeszentralregister).97 Most sanctions for youth
offenders (except prison sentences) are not recorded there, but in the
Educative Measures Register (Erziehungsregister). The latter is only
accessible to a very limited number of persons and institutions.98 Not
only with regard to the vulnerable group of youth offenders, but gener-
ally, regulation concerning access to criminal records in Germany is
dominated by data protection laws and personality rights. Therefore,
entries in both registers are fully accessible only to state authorities.
Private parties are – as a general rule – excluded. The legislature is
aware of the harmful consequences potentially arising from ‘stigmatisa-
tion by registration’,99 with its negative implications for the former
offender’s re-entry into society.100 For this reason, publicly accessible
criminal records and other public forms of offender registration (e.g. sex
offender registries) do not exist in Germany and are unlikely to be
introduced any time soon.101

Unlimited access to criminal history information is only granted to
public institutions in order to fulfil their duties.102 Outside the public

95 Sobota, Die Nebenfolge (2017), 256.
96 See § 25 Jugendarbeitsschutzgesetz (Youth Labour Protection Law).
97 See § 1 BZRG, Federal Central Register Law.
98 See §§ 59 ff. BZRG.
99 Sonnen, ‘Rechtsfolgen’ (2018), 514.
100 Meier, Strafrechtliche Sanktionen (2019), 461 f.
101 Nonetheless, there has been some debate about their introduction. See e.g. Ströbel,

Persönlichkeitsschutz (2016), 38 f.; Fröhling, Der moderne Pranger (2014), 404 ff.
102 According to § 41 BZRG.
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sector, potential employers are not generally allowed to ask for
a certificate of conduct (Führungszeugnis, § 30 BZRG) that shows all
past criminal convictions (except for minor ones). They may only ask
about specific convictions for offences that might be relevant to the
position for which the candidate applied.103 In practice, however, this
barrier is easily overcome by potential employers who ask all candidates
to show their certificate of conduct ‘voluntarily’ – thus creating a factual
obligation to comply with such a request.104 Furthermore, there are
specific areas where full disclosure of past convictions is required by
law, for example, for professional security personnel105 or for professions
involving a regular contact with particularly vulnerable groups like
children or the elderly.106

Entries in the Federal Central Register are automatically expunged
after a certain amount of time,107 which is also meant to reduce harmful
effects on the ex-offender’s re-entry process.108 The purpose of record-
ing individuals’ criminal history is mainly linked to the functioning of
the criminal justice system. Law enforcement agencies, including crim-
inal courts, are supposed to consider all previous convictions (within
the limits indicated in expungement regulations). In this respect, crim-
inal records as such are said to serve neither a preventive nor
a retributive purpose. While their exact nature remains controversial,
a punitive character is usually denied by scholars.109 Rather, they are
considered as a mere ‘by-product’110 of criminal convictions. This,
however, does not change the need for developing a robust justification
considering the significant consequences that may arise from the stain
of a conviction.111

103 Morgenstern, ‘Stain of Conviction’ (2019), 74. For exceptions concerning private access
to the extended certificate of conduct, see § 30a BZRG.

104 Morgenstern, ‘Der ewige Makel’ (2019), 642.
105 See § 34a I GewO (Industrial Code).
106 See §§ 72a SGB VIII (Social Security Code), 30a BZRG.
107 §§ 45 ff. BZRG. See Roberts and Harrendorf, ‘Criminal History’ (2020), 289–91;

Morgenstern, ‘Judicial Rehabilitation’ (2011); Pfeiffer, ‘Die unbeschränkte Auskunft’
(2000), 402 f.; Veith, ‘Das Bundeszentralregister’ (1999), 129 f.

108 Morgenstern, ‘Stain of Conviction’ (2019), 72 ff.
109 See e.g. Veith, ‘Das Bundeszentralregister’ (1999), 114.
110 Morgenstern, ‘Stain of Conviction’ (2019), 80 f.
111 See also Sonnen, ‘Rechtsfolgen’ (2018), 514 f.; Morgenstern, ‘Stain of Conviction’

(2019), 82.
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III Collateral Consequences and Punishment
in the Jurisprudence of the Apex Courts

An important contribution to the conceptualisation of collateral conse-
quences as a distinctive and expansive facet of contemporary penal
states112 is offered by the jurisprudence of the US Supreme Court, the
German Constitutional Court and the European Court of Human Rights.
Increasingly in recent decades, the issue of whether restrictions, disabil-
ities andmeasures formally deemed non-punitive according to legislative
labels must be regarded as substantively punitive has come under scru-
tiny. Courts have adopted different (and often inconsistent) approaches
to the matter, showing how the expansion of the web of collateral
consequences represents a conundrum not easily resolved. Notably,
this is one of the few areas of case law where theories of punishment
are often explicitly invoked and discussed. Unsurprisingly, just as hap-
pens in the scholarly debate, different meanings are not infrequently
assigned to the same notion or aim, further complicating the picture of
what actually constitutes punishment beyond formal labels.

1 The Anglo-American Perspective: Collateral Consequences
and the Non-Punitive Legal Fiction

Many legal collateral consequences raise evident questions regarding their
penological goal and justification, and yet the US Supreme Court has, for
a long time now, ‘continued the fiction’ that these sanctions ‘do not serve
any retributive or punitive function, rendering criminal procedural pro-
tections inapplicable’.113 The extreme degree of deference accorded to
legislative labels means that constitutional constraints on the state’s
power to punish are for the most part irrelevant – in particular the
Ex Post Facto clauses against retroactive punishments at both the federal
and state level (Art. 1 § 9, cl. 3 and § 10, cl. 1), the Eighth Amendment
against cruel and unusual punishments and the Double Jeopardy provi-
sions of the Fifth Amendment against multiple punishment for the same
offence.114 Especially over the past six decades, US courts have easily
accepted legislative claims that post-sentence collateral consequences are
‘civil’ in nature and not punitive, showing only a limited willingness to go

112 On the term, see above n. 36.
113 Demleitner, ‘Types of Punishment’ (2014), 962.
114 For more details on constitutional challenges to collateral consequences, see Love et al.,

Collateral Consequences (2018), ch. 3.
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beyond legislative definitions and look at the substance of the restrictions
imposed. Interestingly, until after the second half of the twentieth century,
the Supreme Court showed an inclination to look at the effects a certain
measure has, irrespective of legislative labels and intent, in order to answer
the ‘punishment question’.115 In 1958, however, the Court introduced a new
framework. InTrop v.Dulles, it was held that felon disenfranchisement does
not constitute punishment, but rather a non-penal exercise of the power to
regulate the franchise, and therefore is not cognisable under the Eighth
Amendment.116WithTrop, the Court stopped considering the actual effects
of a statute in question and began looking mainly at the legislative intent,
that is, answering the following question: Did the legislature intend to
introduce a criminal or civil penalty?117

This heavy reliance on the intent behind laws that create collateral
consequences has only been superficially mitigated by the introduction of
factors aimed at guiding courts in establishing the true nature of a certain
measure. In 1963, the judgment in Kennedy v.Mendoza-Martinez provided
some hope, laying out a checklist to determine whether a certain disability
constitutes in effect punishment. In this ruling, the Court articulated a list of
seven factors ‘all relevant to the [punishment] inquiry’ pointing in different
directions, but also paved the way for a two-pronged punishment test more
explicitly developed in subsequent decisions.118 Under such a two-pronged
test, courts must first determine whether the legislature intended for
a statute to punish. A finding that the statutory intent was in fact to
introduce a punishment obviously ends the enquiry. If instead the declared
aim of a certain piece of legislation was to introduce a civil regulatory
measure, the Court must then proceed to consider the Mendoza-Martinez
factors to determine whether a certain burden or restriction is punitive in
effect. The 1980 judgment in United States v. Ward crucially complicated
the picture by showing significant deference towards the legislative ‘civil’
label attached to a sanction. The Court affirmed that the statutory intention
can be overridden only when it is proved by a ‘clearest proof’ standard that
an otherwise presumptively civil statutory scheme ‘was so punitive either in
purpose or effect as to negate that intention’.119 As it has been effectively

115 See, in particular, Cummings v.Missouri, 71 US 277 (1866); Ex parte Garland, 71 US 333
(1866).

116 Trop v. Dulles, 356 US 86 (1958).
117 Kaiser, ‘Tenuous Line’ (2016), 350.
118 Kennedy v. Mendoza-Martinez, 372 US 144, 168–70 (1963).
119 United States v. Ward, 448 US 242 (1980). See also United States v. Ursery, 518 US 267,

277 f. (1996).
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noted: ‘Ward in practice has come to mean that no presumptively civil law
will be considered punishment unless it is extraordinarily harsh or excessive
in relation to its regulatory goals.’120

Unsurprisingly, not a single civil restriction or regulation has been
struck down ever since using this test. In 1997, the Supreme Court
asserted in Kansas v. Hendricks that the indefinite post-sentence com-
mitment of individuals convicted of a sex offence and deemed dangerous
by the state due to a mental illness does not violate Double Jeopardy
guarantees, since it merely involves ‘civil’ rather than ‘criminal’ commit-
ment. According to the ruling, the Double Jeopardy provisions prohibit
only a second punishment, not a ‘civil’ penalty coupled with a criminal
punishment.121 In 2003, in Smith v. Doe the Court held that Alaska’s sex
offender registration requirements do not constitute retroactive punish-
ment in violation of the Ex Post Facto clause of the Constitution because
the measure is intended as a civil, non-punitive means of identifying
previous offenders for the protection of the public. The Court also found
that the stigma which could result from registration did not render the
act effectively punitive, since the dissemination of the registration infor-
mation does not constitute the imposition of any significant affirmative
disability or restraint. The Court argued that registration is akin to the
passive knowledge of already public criminal records rather than to an
active act of public naming and shaming. The Court also noted that the
statutory goal of combating dangerousness did not convey condemna-
tion for a past wrongdoing.122 This jurisprudence is still valid today and
has not been substantially undermined by cases in lower courts. In recent
years, however, courts have demonstrated a growing willingness to check
the enactment or modification of excessively burdensome formally civil
sanctions. In particular, the case law has addressed challenges brought
against ‘new-generation’ sex offender registration and notification laws,
which significantly enhanced the burdensome character of such schemes.
Important decisions have concluded that these new laws are to be
considered as punitive in effect and must therefore be deemed unconsti-
tutional if retroactively applied.123

120 Kaiser, ‘Tenuous Line’ (2016), 355 (observing that under this jurisprudence, ‘“punish-
ment” means intentional punishment or excessive punishment’).

121 Kansas v. Hendricks, 521 US 346 (1997); for a comparative discussion, see
Tober,‘Bundesverfassungsgericht’ (2019).

122 Smith v.Doe, 538 US 84 (2003). Cf. also Logan, Knowledge as Power (2009), 81–2, 136–41.
123 See Logan, ‘Challenging the Punitiveness’ (2018). For example, in Does #1–5 v. Snyder,

834 F3d 696, 701, 705 (6th Cir. 2016), the court, ruling on Michigan’s amendments to its
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2 The German and European Human Rights Perspectives: Strong
Emphasis on Retribution vs. Prevention

In the German system, if a collateral restriction not formally part of the
criminal law was to be recognised as punitive in nature, it should be treated
like traditional criminal punishment (Strafe) and would necessarily have to
be taken into account by the sentencing judge in order not to exceed the
offender’s level of guilt.124 Furthermore, some paramount additional guar-
antees such as the legality principle, with its absolute prohibition of
retroactive application (Art. 103 II GG),125 or the ban on Double
Jeopardy (Art. 103 III GG), would also apply. According to the high courts
and most scholars, the core criterion to distinguish punishment from
other measures is the fact that only the former is supposed to contain
the element of grave moral censure (Tadel), which is often characterised as
a socio-ethical judgment of wrongdoing (sozialethisches Unwerturteil).

The German Constitutional Court has resorted to this criterion concern-
ing the nature of the sanction in several judgments to distinguish punish-
ment from mere administrative fines (Geldbußen) for low-level ‘regulatory’
offences (Ordnungswidrigkeiten).126 In other judgments, the Court stressed
the purpose of retribution as regards guilt (Schuldvergeltung) as an element
uniquely connected to criminal punishment. In contrast, prevention is
characterised as an objective that may also be found in measures of a non-
punitive nature. TheGermanConstitutional Courtmaintains, however, that
retribution and prevention, as well as other goals such as deterrence, can
and, as a matter of fact, often do coexist in variable proportions as goals
pursued by punitive sanctions.127

Having said that, it is undeniable that legislative labels do matter in the
German context, too. This aspect emerges quite clearly with regard to the
additional criminal penalty of the driving ban (§ 44 StGB) as opposed to
the driving disqualification order (§ 69 StGB) previously discussed. These
sanctions share almost the same content and the same (preventive) function,

Sex Offender Registration Act (SORA), while acknowledging that states can enact
retroactive sex offender registration laws, also stressed that Smith v. Doe should not
‘be understood as writing a blank check to states to do whatever they please in this arena’.

124 See § 46 I 1 StGB (‘The offender’s guilt provides the basis on which the penalty is
determined’).

125 The legality principle is a fundamental principle in Continental European legal thinking
and provides that no crime can be committed and no punishment can be imposed
without a previous penal law.

126 BVerfG, 4.2.1959 – 1 BvR 197/539, BVerfGE 9, 167; BVerfG, 6.6.1967 – 2 BvR 375/60,
BVerfGE 22, 49.

127 BVerfG, 4.7.1967 – 2 BvL 10/62, BVerfGE 22, 125.
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but only the former is classified as punishment under the law. It goes
without saying that, just like the situation observed in the United States,
this formalistic approach entails the risk of circumventing protective legal
principles and guarantees with regard to significantly burdensome meas-
ures. This drawback is a strong argument in favour of the autonomous
interpretation of the notion of ‘penalty’ under Article 7(1) – concerning the
principle of legality and non-retroactivity of punishment – developed in the
jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR).

InWelch v.United Kingdom, the ECtHR, dealing with a retrospectively
imposed confiscation order, regarded the measure as constituting
a ‘penalty’, emphasising that the concept of ‘penalty’ has to be interpreted
autonomously: ‘To render the protection offered by Article 7 . . . effective,
the Court must remain free to go behind appearances and assess for itself
whether a particular measure amounts in substance to a “penalty” within
the meaning of this provision.’ The Court argued that the starting point
of this assessment is whether the measure is ‘imposed following
a conviction for a “criminal offence”’. Other factors that may be taken
into account as relevant are ‘the nature and purpose of the measure in
question; its characterisation under national law; the procedures involved
in the making and implementation of the measure; and its severity’.128

This ECtHR jurisprudence, too, however, is not immune from criticism.
In recent decades, the Strasbourg Court has developed a rather erratic
approach that makes it difficult to identify a solid framework to deter-
mine whether a certain measure is criminal for the purpose of the
application of safeguards under the Convention.129 In particular, the
Court seems to oscillate between a more capacious and a more restrictive
interpretation of what amounts to a criminal penalty pursuant to
Article 7.

The more capacious notion of penalty acknowledges that ‘the aim of
prevention can also be consistent with a punitive [i.e. retributive] pur-
pose and may be seen as a constituent element of the very notion of
punishment’.130 This was held in a famous case which led to an apparent

128 Welch v. United Kingdom, ECtHR, No. 17440/90, judgment of 9 February 1995, paras.
27 f.

129 The criminal limb of Art. 6 of the ECHR (on which, see the seminal criteria put forward
in Engel and others v. the Netherlands, ECtHR, Nos. 5100/71; 5101/71; 5102/71; 5354/72;
5370/72, judgment of 8 June 1976, paras. 80–3), as well as Art. 7 of the ECHR and Art. 4
of Protocol 7 of the ECHR (right not to be punished twice for the same offence).

130 M. v. Germany, ECtHR, No. 19359/04, Judgment of 17 Dec. 2009, para. 130, finding that
preventive detention must be regarded as a ‘penalty’, on the one hand because its aim is
not only preventive but also punitive and, on the other, because of the gravity of the
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disagreement between the German Federal Constitutional Court and the
ECtHR on the punitive nature of the country’s regulation of preventive
detention.131 The same principle has been affirmed with regard to the
aim of reparation.132 The narrower interpretation seemingly restricts the
notion of ‘penalty’ under the Convention to those sanctions possessing
a primarily punitive aim understood in a purely retributive sense (i.e.
punishment for past wrongdoing), therefore excluding those measures
mainly having a preventive, deterrent and/or reparative goal.133 This
reading is, in our opinion, inherently problematic because consequen-
tialist goals are traditionally recognised in both common law and civil law
traditions as legitimate aims of punishment besides retribution.134 The
described oscillations in the case law of the ECtHR – even on the same

measure. This ruling came after the German Constitutional Court ruled that the retro-
active abolition of the maximum duration of ten years for preventive detention intro-
duced in 1998 did not amount to a retrospective application of the criminal law, in so
doing establishing that preventive detention does not constitute punishment. See
BVerfG, 5.2.2004 – 2 BvR 2029/01, BVerfGE 109, 133.

131 Following the ECtHR’s decision, the matter was eventually settled in 2011 when the
Bundesverfassungsgericht, after once again denying the punitive nature of preventive
detention and confirming the validity of the country’s dual-track system of sanctions,
found, however, that preventive detention as implemented had become too similar to
a prison sentence and therefore violated liberty and due process rights. As a result, it
declared the implementation of preventive detention to be unconstitutional and called
for the system to be completely recast. See BVerfG, 4.5.2011 – 2 BvR 2365/09, BVerfGE
128, 326. The legislature reacted and promptly introduced a new law emphasising the
clear distinction between punitive custodial sentences and therapeutic preventive deten-
tion. The new regime has subsequently received the approval of the ECtHR in two
separate judgments. The Court acknowledged that, since the measure is now ordered for
therapeutic purposes with regard to individuals suffering from a mental illness, the
nature and purpose of it changed substantially, to the point of no longer amounting to
a ‘penalty’. See Bergmann v. Germany, ECtHR, No. 23279/14, Judgment of 7 Jan. 2016;
Ilnseher v. Germany, ECtHR, Nos. 10211/12 and 27505/14, Judgment of 4 Dec. 2018.

132 See Welch, cited above fn. 128, paras. 30, 32, noting that ‘the aims of prevention and
reparation are consistent with a punitive purpose and may be seen as constituent
elements of the very notion of punishment’ and that not even the severity of the measure
is decisive per se, ‘since many non-penal measures of a preventive nature may have
a substantial impact on the person concerned’.

133 E.g. in Gardel v. France, ECtHR, No. 16428/05, Judgment of 17 Dec. 2009, para. 43, a sex
offender registration requirement was found to be non-punitive because the measure
was deemed to have a mainly preventive and deterrent purpose.

134 Cf. e.g. s. 142 of the UK Criminal Justice Act 2003, Purposes of sentencing: ‘(1) Any court
dealing with an offender in respect of his offence must have regard to the following
purposes of sentencing – (a) the punishment of offenders, (b) the reduction of crime
(including its reduction by deterrence), (c) the reform and rehabilitation of offenders, (d)
the protection of the public, and (e) the making of reparation by offenders to persons
affected by their offences.’
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type of measure – have been not infrequently characterised by uncertain-
ties and ambiguities, if not open contradictions, at times seemingly ‘bent
on mere political compromise’.135

IV Discussion

Perhaps like no other institution, collateral consequences today interro-
gate the notion of what punishment is and means to different actors
within and outside the legal system. The expansive character of CCs in
the comparative experience of Anglo-German jurisdictions makes them
one of the most interesting and controversial subjects in the field of
criminal justice. In what follows, we discuss four crucial aspects of the
debate about collateral consequences, namely: (1) the need for a more
adequate terminology to correctly identify their impact and role in the
context of the state ‘punitive continuum’; (2) their relationship with
formal punishment; (3) the rationale(s) and justification(s) behind their
imposition; and, last but not least, (4) possible constraints in the attempt
to develop a way forward.

1 Terminology and the ‘Punitive Continuum’

The unique way in which CCs operate and seem capable of widening the
net of the penal state as well as burdening individuals long after
a sentence has been served in full should induce scholars and policy-
makers to rethink their approach, beginning with terminology and
conceptualisation. ‘Collateral consequences’ is the definition most com-
monly used, but, as we have stressed, purportedly ‘collateral’ sanctions
often dwarf the main punishment imposed for a criminal offence. This is
particularly true in the case of minor crimes in regard to which, more-
over, fewer procedural guarantees are often granted. One personmay end
up with a conviction record much more easily than in the case of felonies
and yet face, especially in the US system, a similar number of CCs.
A more adequate terminology is needed, reflecting the origin and bur-
dening character of such sanctions, despite their being nearly entirely
deemed non-punitive on paper – theNebenstrafe in Germany and certain

135 See e.g. Maugeri, ‘Criminal Matter’ (2019), 36 (discussing the variable case law of the
ECtHR on confiscation orders, at times deemed as pursuing a mainly punitive goal,
while, at times, deemed as having a purely preventive, deterrent and/or compensatory
nature).
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types of ancillary orders in the United Kingdom representing the excep-
tion, as previously noted.

Far from being a mere matter of synonyms, the variety of names and
definitions used in scholarly and policy contexts – besides ‘collateral
consequences’, often used are the following: ‘civil disqualifications’,136

‘civil disabilities’,137 ‘civil penalties’138 and ‘regulatory measures’139 –
suggests a lack of consensus as to their nature, implications and concep-
tual framing. We agree with scholars who contend that the creation of
civil versions of criminal penalties in many cases entails an expansion of
the reach of penal control over criminalised individuals carried out
without openly acknowledging it.140 This makes it questionable to refer
to this type of restriction as ‘collateral’ to the penal field. No matter how
identified by the legislatures, their growing and often pathological excess
in number and duration is closely and inextricably linked to the criminal
legal system.141 Scholars and policy-makers alike are gradually starting to
realise how such restrictions are intertwined with criminal convictions
and the exercise of penal power – though through the variety of operating
mechanisms previously discussed – and how, in light of this, the ‘collat-
eral’ terminology makes little sense.

‘Collateral’ consequences lead to the creation of post-sentence dis-
crimination in many areas of everyday life for an entire category of
people who are ‘marked’ by a conviction, and this, despite their having
a criminal record, cannot be seen as a salient characteristic of a person
(like disability or ethnicity). Such post-sentence discrimination can often
undermine and contradict the very perception of the legitimacy of formal
penal sanctions among those whose sentence has formally ended (and, by
extension, their families, communities, etc.). What if, for example,
a person serving their prison sentence completes all the necessary train-
ing for a job provided in prison as part of a rehabilitative programme,
only then to see a job application rejected because of their criminal record
and despite their qualifications? This way, CCs extend and perpetuate
a sort of ‘punitive continuum’, paradoxically amplifying for putative

136 See von Hirsch and Wasik, ‘Civil Disqualifications’ (1997).
137 See Pinedo, ‘Civil Disabilities’ (2017).
138 LaFollette, ‘Civil Penalties’ (2005).
139 Murray, ‘Collateral Consequences’ (2020), 1050.
140 See Beckett and Murakawa, ‘Carceral State’ (2012), 222; Kaufman et al., ‘Beyond

Punishment’ (2018), 473 f.
141 Cf. Zimring, Insidious Momentum (2020), 180 ff. The author adopts the definition of

‘penal disabilities’ to refer to collateral consequences of criminal conviction.
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utilitarian purposes the retributive component of formal punishment
already served, even after an individual has already actively started to
reform themselves.

This, in our view, should logically lead to a holistic assessment of the
state’s punitive apparatus and its sequence of adjacent elements, analys-
ing contradictions and inconsistencies that may well undermine even the
most ambitious sentencing reform if the bundle of burdensome ramifi-
cations set in motion by a criminal conviction is not properly considered
and understood as a crucial component of this ‘punitive continuum’. The
use of a new terminology highlighting the ‘criminal origin’ of formally
civil sanctions and the extra burden they entail for the offender would
prove helpful in this regard as a starting point. Perhaps one should speak
of ‘additional sanctions’ to communicate at once the supplemental and
afflictive character of collateral consequences operating on top of the
‘main’ punishment(s) imposed, regardless of their label.

2 Collateral Consequences, Formal Punishment and the Natur der
Sache

The previous point leads us to the issue of the relationship between collat-
eral consequences and formal punishment. Scholars, policy-makers and, to
a lesser extent, courts have questioned the validity and appropriateness of
legislative labels attached to measures, restrictions and various disabilities
which formally lie outside the penal realm or, at best, as is often the case in
the German system, in a grey area – being regulated in the Criminal Code,
but not recognised as fully belonging to the category of ‘criminal’ punish-
ments. According to traditional scholarship on punishment, to be regarded
as criminal penalties CCs should be intended to be burdensome (i.e.
intentionally harsh) and convey a condemnatory message.142

In the case of CCs, the analysis of intrinsic qualities of punishment
must inevitably shift at least partially as collateral consequences differ
from traditional punishment in the way they are imposed, thus lacking
a formal and explicit communication of condemnation. This said,
although described as ‘side effects’ of the criminal justice system, CCs
are nonetheless integral to strategies stemming from the exercise of penal
power and are by and large experienced as such by criminalised individ-
uals, besides and beyond formal punishment. From this perspective,

142 See, among others, Feinberg, ‘Expressive Function’ (1965), 98 f., noting that what makes
something legal punishment is its reprobative force and its being ‘hard treatment’.
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collateral consequences ‘are not a part of punishment if we adopt the
perspective of the punisher, but are a part of punishment if we adopt the
perspective of the defendant’.143

Our discussion of the current state of the art and the inconsistent
jurisprudence of the apex courts suggests a need to go beyond formal
designations and look at the actual nature of the matter in question. The
need to look at the substance in (re)defining meaningful boundaries of
punishment is even more important if one considers that the majority of
criminal convictions do not lead to the imposition of a custodial sen-
tence. From such a perspective, when criminal punishment is primarily
carried out in the community, the stigma of conviction and allegedly
‘collateral’ consequences becomes ‘as or more important to criminal law
as prison’.144 In our view, this would recommend the adoption of a more
capacious definition and understanding of what substantively amounts to
punishment.

3 Rationale(s) and Justification(s)

It is extremely hard to identify a unifying rationale for all collateral
consequences. Some seemingly serve a mainly consequentialist, forward-
looking function aimed at guaranteeing and enhancing public safety,145

as in the case of sex offender registration, restrictions keeping firearms
out of the hands of people convicted of violent offences, prohibiting
people convicted of assault or physical abuse from working with children
or the elderly or barring people convicted of fraud from positions of
public trust. The often-invoked preventive rationale, however, fre-
quently conceals what in effect are burdensome intentions and out-
comes. The same applies to various forms of revocation and
disqualifications which are construed as having in mind future risks
as much as they are concerned with past misdeeds, though admittedly
in variable percentages depending on the specific restriction being
considered. Other CCs lack a discernible preventive element, mainly
convey a message of unworthiness and appear to be structured more as
hard treatment imposed for a past wrongdoing in a seemingly retribu-
tivist fashion (e.g. ban on receiving welfare benefits and accessing

143 Husak, ‘Skepticism’ (2020), 54 (emphasis in the original). See also Kaspar, ‘Die Zukunft’
(2015), 654 ff.

144 Ristroph, ‘Public Ordering’ (2020), 80.
145 Murray, ‘Collateral Consequences’ (2020), 1052.
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government programmes,146 revocation of one’s driving licence follow-
ing a conviction for traffic and drink-driving offences or the loss of civil
and voting rights for those convicted of certain serious crimes).147

Overall, what comes across rather clearly is that CCs tend to blur and
combine retributivist and consequentialist elements. What they truly
have in common as a category is the fact that, while not being explicitly
categorised as punishment, they respond to the criminal law’s ordering
function that classifies and arranges criminally convicted individuals,
stigmatising and excluding them from various aspects and settings of
life in the community, such as employment, welfare, housing, civic and
political participation, and various professions.148

Retributivism has been invoked as a limiting principle capable of
representing a viable constraint to the excessive and burdensome expan-
sion of CCs applicable to convicted individuals.149 If considered as forms
of punishment, collateral consequences should be constrained by con-
siderations of desert-based proportionality. Retribution, it is argued,
requires the state to cease burdening the offender once the order violated
by the commission of the offence has been restored. Past that point, the
state has a duty to reinstate the ex-offender as a full member of society,
thereby making them regain their status as an equal participant in
a democratic community of fellow members.150 This relational aspect
of retributive justice acknowledges the agency and dignity of the person
and decisively rejects collateral consequences as they inherently violate
the duties and responsibilities that the state and society at large have
towards ex-offenders who have a right to re-join the community and
participate in a ‘collective democratic enterprise’ after the punishment
imposed has been served.151 Any restriction or burden exceeding such
a point should be seen with distrust and nearly systematically rejected as

146 The ban on receiving welfare benefits has also been said to pursue the utilitarian goal of
maximising welfare, this way transcending a purely backward-looking consideration.
See Murray, ‘Collateral Consequences’ (2020), 1053 f.

147 See e.g. Bennett, ‘Penal Disenfranchisement’ (2016), justifying from a retributive per-
spective the removal of voting rights for those convicted of certain serious crimes.

148 Ristroph, ‘Public Ordering’ (2020), 80.
149 See e.g. Murray, ‘Collateral Consequences’ (2020), 1062 ff.; cf. also Hoskins, Beyond

Punishment? (2019), 81 ff.
150 See e.g. Murray, ‘Retributivist Reform’ (2020), 896 f.; Hoskins, Beyond Punishment?

(2019), 99 also notes that CCs are often disproportionately harsh having regard to the
seriousness of the offence (e.g. deportation upon conviction for a minor, non-violent
drug offence) and other penalties imposed for the same offence (e.g. a misdemeanour
punished by a small fine triggering the loss of a professional licence).

151 Bennett, ‘Invisible Punishment’ (2017), 21.
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they would effectively convey additional, excessive contempt for the ex-
offender and actively undermine and prevent their prospects of regaining
an effective equal membership in society. The only limited exception
would be that of the imposition of restrictions, labelled and understood
as civil measures, clearly justified on risk-reduction grounds that serve
a morally compelling interest, do not trigger further disruptive negative
ramifications and represent the least burdensome alternative to achieve
a certain goal.152

The laudable attempt to emphasise retributivist considerations as an
effective constraint on the imposition and operation of collateral conse-
quences does not fully account for the fact that, beyond the question of
labels, punishment policies not only ask whether a certain ‘collateral’ conse-
quence of conviction is deserved, but also whether it is useful. Punishment
theory is concerned with both retributivist and consequentialist questions.
Despitemore or less restrictive interpretations of what effectively constitutes
‘punishment’ (think, in particular, of the debatable jurisprudence of the
ECtHR on the notion of criminal penalty),153 forward-looking rationales
such as deterrence and incapacitation are inevitably part of the picture. This
means they cannot be dismissed outright as (at least potentially) legitimate
goals of at least some CCs.154

In any case, it is unlikely that the academic debate will generate
a limiting theoretical principle capable of being accepted and embraced
at the policy-making level. No legislator who supports CCs would change
their mind based on a pure theory of retributivism. Instead, we suspect
that they consider cost, public safety, administrability and fairness, as
well as consequentialist and retributivist ideas, in an ad hoc mélange
which does not necessarily conform to any particular theory of punish-
ment. Practice is likely to do more than theory to reduce the range and
duration of CCs insofar as a strong and documented case can be made
that successful reintegration into the community of individuals with
a criminal record plays a crucial role in reducing recidivism and enhan-
cing public safety. Finally, it must be added that CCs are not always and

152 See Hoskins, Beyond Punishment? (2019), 186–7. The example usually given is that of
a ban on individuals convicted of serious offences involving physical and psychological
harm from working in direct contact with children and other vulnerable populations.

153 For a critical appraisal, see Zedner, ‘Penal Subversions’ (2016), 7, observing that ‘borders
between penal and non-penal measures cannot be set by reference to purpose alone’.

154 In this regard, it is hard to deny that public safety as well as risk prevention and risk
minimisation are openly and prominently featured in discourses, policies and legislation
about crime and punishment.
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necessarily ‘negative’ and stigmatising for the offender. Think, for
example, of a measure providing for mandatory road-rage management
classes or anti-alcohol addiction therapies for people convicted of certain
traffic or driving offences. Such measures may well be burdensome, but
will ultimately prove beneficial to the individual. From this perspective,
restricting or delaying the removal of a certain collateral consequence
‘perhaps to help the offender avoid backsliding’ may be justified if it is
meant to promote their successful reintegration.155

4 The Way Forward

The preceding discussion has highlighted how difficult it is to reject the
permissibility of allCCs as amatter of principle and through a single lens.
In this regard, some have stressed the need to develop workable con-
straints to limit the scope, amount and impact of collateral sanctions
rather than invoking their elimination from the legal system as a whole.
Douglas Husak has authoritatively argued that ‘something significant
would be lost if no collateral consequence could be imposed’ as a result
of a ‘categorical’ negative assessment.156

Arguments could certainly be advanced to defend some collateral
consequences (think, for example, of certain employment bans or restric-
tions), especially when considering the debate from the communitarian
viewpoint of public protection and taking into account that all risk
assessments reflect the ‘empirical truism’ that past criminal behaviour
is the best predictor of future criminality.157 But such arguments could be
put forward only so long as CCs are carefully tailored to specific offences
and the risk these entail, and are imposed for a predetermined amount of
time. One of the main problems with collateral sanctions, especially in
the United States, is precisely that they are often only loosely tied to the
specific risk a person may pose and apply without any regard for the
particular nexus between the offence of conviction and the opportunity
or right being restricted or forfeited. This is the case, for example, when
a certain restriction is triggered by a conviction for a ‘felony’ or ‘a crime
of moral turpitude’. And whereas some CCs are applicable only to
particular categories of crimes, such as registration requirements for
sex offenders or driver’s licence restrictions for people convicted of traffic

155 Robinson and Sarahne, ‘Opposite of Punishment’ (2020), 19.
156 Husak, ‘Skepticism’ (2020), 58.
157 Ibid., 57.
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offences, these categories are often defined very broadly, so that the same
‘collateral’ sanction applies to rather different conducts seriousness-
wise.158 Furthermore, whereas some apply for a limited, specified term,
civil disabilities tend to last indefinitely, long after an individual is fully
rehabilitated or still posing a risk.159

In order to limit the burdensome overshooting of collateral sanctions, it
has been suggested to abandon any attempt to qualify CCs as punishment
in substance and follow a completely different regulatory approach where
no automatism or blanket provision applies. Under such a framework, CCs
would be defined as non-punitive regulatory measures and the state would
need to demonstrate, on a case-by-case basis, that each restriction, burden
or disability potentially applicable following a criminal conviction repre-
sents a cost-effective and reasonable means to achieve its stated public goal
of harm prevention.160 In risk-averse legal systems like the ones we live in,
however, assessments of this kind would not necessarily guarantee that
a significant number of CCs is set aside. Most courts or regulatory agencies
would likely resort to general references – for example, the need to protect
public safety or promote public confidence in certain activities – to justify
the imposition of burdensome measures. What might help in this respect
would be setting a very high threshold to be passed, such as the presence of
convictions for offences ‘presenting unreasonably elevated risks to public
safety’ or a ‘particular danger to be avoided’.161 That said, the debate would
then likely shift to the definition of what constitutes an unreasonably
elevated risk and a particular danger.

Furthermore, as previously discussed, many CCs are characterised by
both preventive and retributive aims not always easily distinguishable
from one another. Divorcing CCs from the criminal process altogether
would thus run an additional risk. Absent any active dialogue between
formal punishment and collateral consequences, the suggested model
would not guarantee any overall proportionality cap, neither in terms of
desert-based proportionality nor in terms of consequentialist propor-
tionality concerned with the suitability of means to ends, with regard to
the totality of burdens flowing from a criminal conviction.162 Perhaps,

158 See Love et al., Collateral Consequences (2018), 22.
159 See Chin, ‘Collateral Consequences’ (2017), 376.
160 See Mayson, ‘Preventive State’ (2015). See also von Hirsch and Wasik, ‘Civil

Disqualifications’ (1997), 624.
161 Chin, ‘Collateral Consequences’ (2017), 390.
162 For these conceptions of proportionality, see Frase, ‘Theories of Proportionality’ (2012).

See also Meijer, ‘Proportionality’ (2019), 97.
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therefore, the best way to move forward is to ‘integrate’ CCs as far as
possible at the sentencing stage of the criminal process. The most desir-
able option would be the incorporation of some collateral consequences
within the formal boundaries of the criminal law and its penalties. This
means that they would be ‘converted into elements of a sentence’ and
become an ‘integral’ part of sentencing decisions.163 If promoted to the
status of formal punishment, CCs would enjoy the full panoply of
principles and guarantees that traditionally apply in the criminal law
context. Under this scenario, the sentencing judge would be the only
decision-maker responsible for imposing such penalties. As formal crim-
inal punishments, ‘collateral’ sanctions would also be inevitably system-
atised and largely reduced in number.
The risk of an overall disproportionate ‘package’ of punishment would

also be reduced significantly.164 Legal disabilities would be imposed as
additional punishments only when deemed an appropriate response to
the offence of conviction alongside the ‘main’ punishment (a term of
imprisonment or probation or a fine). Under this framework, too, no
room would be left for additional penalties imposed automatically on
a person upon conviction. Limited by proportionality principles, under-
stood in both retributivist and consequentialist terms, judges would
(hopefully) impose them cautiously, choosing from a pre-selected list
and taking into consideration the individual circumstances of the case.
The experience with what we have called ‘internal’ CCs in the German
system (e.g. the very rare application of the deprivation of voting rights
provided for in § 45 V StGB) does indicate that judges consider CCs
carefully. A certain degree of formalism would seem advisable, if not
necessary, in order to avoid the piling-on effect of punitive sanctions in
addition to punishment imposed at sentencing.165 The ECtHR’s incon-
sistent case law on the issue of what constitutes a criminal penalty
provides evidence supporting this argument.

163 Demleitner, ‘Smart Public Policy’ (2005), 359.
164 In England andWales, for example, the Sentencing Council makes it clear that ‘[a]ncillary

orders should be taken into account when assessing whether the overall penalty is
commensurate with offence seriousness’. See www.sentencingcouncil.org.uk/explana
tory-material/magistrates-court/item/ancillary-orders/1-introduction-to-ancillary-
orders/. Ashworth, Sentencing and Criminal Justice (2015), 392 observes that, unlike
reparative orders, deprivation and disqualification orders are punitive in intent and should
be taken into account when assessing the overall proportionality of the sentence to be
imposed. Preventive orders available on conviction remain ambiguous in this respect.

165 See Uggen and Stewart, ‘Piling On’ (2014).
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Admittedly, this model does not seem to be the most likely pathway
in the near future. It is nonetheless possible to think of ways in which
a meaningful integration between formal punishment and CCs can be
operationalised in order to promote equity and account for individual
situations, including the disparate impact the same consequence may
have on different individuals convicted of the same offence. In the
United States, recent proposals and initiatives have had precisely the
goal of bringing collateral consequences to light as much as possible at
the sentencing stage. In particular, the Model Penal Code: Sentencing
adopted by the American Law Institute in 2017 contains a provision
directly aimed at making the vast array of collateral consequences that
can be triggered by a criminal conviction more transparent and visible
to the sentencing judge. This provides for the compilation and publi-
cation of a regularly updated compendium of all disabilities and
restrictions contained in a given jurisdiction’s statutes and adminis-
trative regulations, thus setting forth all CCs authorised for each
crime.166 This would allow the sentencing judge (and the judicial
authority certifying the punitive component of a plea agreement) to
consider and, possibly, take into account during the punishment
calculus at least those CCs that are foreseeable and would be heavily
impactful for the convicted person.

One persisting issue, however, is represented by the fact that most
collateral consequences operate without regard to the relationship
between the crime of conviction and the opportunity, benefit or right
being restricted. Therefore, it would also be of crucial importance to
tailor CCs to the individual (and their offence) at the time of sentencing,
thus rejecting pre-emptive blanket judgments on broad categories of
people (e.g. CCs applicable to individuals convicted of a ‘drug offence’
broadly defined). Automatic applications should be rejected in favour of
a close nexus assessment between the offence of conviction and a given
civil disability as well as the passing of a seriousness threshold in the
individual case.

In the German system, it could be argued that CCs have to be taken
into account, at least to a certain extent, at sentencing, even if not
formally labelled as criminal penalties.167 Even though the nature and
aim of criminal punishment and collateral consequences may differ, they

166 See American Law Institute,Model Penal Code: Sentencing (2017), s. 7.02(1): ‘Sentencing
Guidelines and Collateral Consequences’.

167 See e.g. the comparable argument in favour of an ‘internal solution’ (with regard to the
ancillary measures of § 45 StGB), cf. Meier, Strafrechtliche Sanktionen (2019), 447.
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are connected by the fact that both are rooted in the commission of
a criminal act, interfere with liberty rights and burden the future life of
the offender. From a constitutional standpoint, there are good reasons
not to perceive them as completely separate, but as two components of
a ‘package’ of measures that have to be proportionate with regard to the
goals pursued by the state. The advantage of this ‘comprehensive’ idea of
proportionality (as opposed to the above-mentioned guilt principle,
which guarantees proportionality only in a retributive sense) is the fact
that it applies to all state measures linked to a conviction, no matter if
explicitly qualified as punishment or not.168 This approach could repre-
sent a promising limiting factor,169 at least, again, with regard to those
CCs that are particularly impactful and foreseeable at the time of
sentencing.170

Another possible way to avoid a disproportionate overall burden on
the individual is mitigating the punishment with regard to other conse-
quences they must face. Operationally, under German law, this can be
based on §§ 46 I 2 and 60 StGB. The latter provision provides that the
judge must ‘refrain from imposing a penalty if the consequences of the
offence suffered by the offender are so serious that the imposition of
penalties would clearly be inappropriate’. That is only possible, however,
if the person has incurred a penalty of imprisonment for a term of up to
one year for the offence. This provision is meant to cover very excep-
tional cases – for example, a father who has caused a traffic accident by
slight negligence and has thus hurt or even killed his own child. In these
cases of so-called poena naturalis, any additional punishment imposed by
the state would be seen as too harsh and not serving any conceivable
purpose. We can infer from this provision the general notion that any
harmful and burdensome consequences the offence has on the offender
themselves can have an impact on the need for punishment171 and that
these consequences do not have to be, strictly speaking, of a punitive
nature.

In addition, § 46 I 2 StGB explicitly states that ‘the effects which the
penalty can be expected to have on the offender’s future life in society are
to be taken into account at sentencing’. When the legislature introduced
this clause in 1969, it was referring to so-called special (i.e. individual)

168 See Kaspar, Grundrechtsschutz und Verhältnismäßigkeit (2014).
169 See also Meijer, ‘Proportionality’ (2019). Proportionality as a limiting principle is also

discussed in the US context, see e.g. Ristroph, ‘Proportionality’ (2005).
170 Cf. Boone and Kurtovic, ‘Collateral Consequences’ (2015), 416.
171 Schäfer et al., Praxis der Strafzumessung (2017), mn. 734 f.
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preventive purposes, the most important of which is that the judge
should try to avoid as much as possible any negative effects that the
sentence might have on a person’s rehabilitation and re-entry. Although
the legislature had primarily in mind direct and immediate effects of the
sentence itself, the provision can be (and is) interpreted in a broader
sense, meaning that also CCs (including external and even de facto ones)
may be taken into account.172 Courts actually do this in some cases – for
example, with regard to disciplinary sanctions for civil servants.173

The Federal Court of Justice observed, for example, that the ancillary
consequence of losing the position of civil servant leads to a considerable
aggravation of the state’s reaction to a criminal offence.174 Therefore, the
sentencing judge must take this collateral burden into account not only
when determining the sentence, but also when deciding on the serious-
ness level of the case (which can potentially lead to amitigated sentencing
frame). Criminal punishment and work-related CCs are seen as ‘com-
bined sanctions’ in a broader sense. The Court argues that these CCs may
even affect the amount of punishment in terms of just desert (gerechter
Schuldausgleich).175 The Federal Court has noted in other decisions that,
in general, the potential job loss176 may be a relevant additional conse-
quence, that is, one that might significantly aggravate the punishment
and that may have to be taken into account at sentencing. The courts
referred to § 46 I 2 StGB to support this argument.177 This is typically the
case if a person is about to lose their employment-related economic
support due to pending (work-related) CCs.178 Furthermore, even pos-
sibly harmful consequences for the individual caused by the registration
of the offence in their criminal record are supposed to be taken into
account in sentencing decisions.179 Yet, there is no clear and systematic
approach to the question of under what circumstances external CCs
should be considered by the sentencing judge. What is also missing is
the possibility for judges to inform themselves easily and comprehen-
sively about all CCs the offender will (or may) face. The introduction of

172 Cf. Streng, ‘Mittelbare Strafwirkungen’ (1988), 485.
173 Mandatory disciplinary consequences have to be considered, while discretionary ones

can be considered.
174 See e.g. BGH, 10.1.2006 – 1 StR 541/06, NStZ (2006), 393.
175 BGH, 22.7.1988 – StB 19/88-6 BJs 44/84-2, NStZ, 8 (1988), 495.
176 BGH, 15.10.2015 – 3 StR 350/15, NStZ-RR, 21 (2016), 8. Cf. also Schäfer et al., Praxis der

Strafzumessung (2017), mn. 736.
177 See e.g. BGH, 8.81990 – 3 StR 153/90, NStZ, 11 (1991), 328.
178 See e.g. BGH, 2.2.2010 – 4 StR 514/09, NStZ-RR (2010), 20.
179 Morgenstern, ‘Der ewige Makel’ (2019), 652 f.
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some kind of compendium similar to the proposal put forward in the
recent Model Penal Code: Sentencing in the United States would, there-
fore, seem like a good idea, even though the number of CCs is, admit-
tedly, considerably smaller in Germany.

V Conclusion

Our analysis in this chapter has shown that collateral consequences are
a problem in both examined jurisdictions, even though the situation
appears to be significantly more problematic in the United States than
in Germany, qualitatively as well as quantitatively. The sheer number of
CCs at both the federal and state levels in the United States currently by
far exceeds formally non-punitive burdens under German law.
Furthermore, it seems that German constitutional law – especially with
regard to human dignity and personality rights – has hitherto repre-
sented a strong legal barrier against the multiplication of burdensome
and excessivemeasures such as publicly accessible criminal records or sex
offender registration. Possibly because of their hybrid character and their
unclear foundation in one discrete area of the law, until relatively recent
years, collateral consequences have been neglected as a topic of debate
among legal scholars and policy-makers. Yet, it is becoming increasingly
apparent that they constitute a subtle device to consolidate the exclusion-
ary effects of a criminal conviction that is rapidly expanding in contem-
porary criminal justice systems, both in Anglo-American and continental
legal systems. More research is needed in this fast-growing area to
prevent these ‘hidden’ sentences from disrupting, both conceptually
and in practice, fundamental tenets of criminal law developed to con-
strain the state’s power to punish and inspired by fairness, proportional-
ity and, above all, justice.
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